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Stunt Night Features Unusual 
Fral.. Sorority Productions
By BRAD BEERS
1 Military Societies 
Make Preparations 
For Annual Dance
Tom orrow  evening, Friday the 20th at 8 p.m. in New Hampshire 
Hall, the Inter-Fraternity Council’s Stunt Night program will take 
place.
Stunt Night this year will present a variety of skits, pantomines 
and parodies by ten of the fraternities and sororities on campus. 
These skits range from a pantomine on a psychopathic ward to a 
skit entitled “ Tab Collar and His American Bandstand.”
The idea of this year’s Stunt Night
originated in lieu of Mayorality, which the final show will be by faculty mem- 
was this year programmed semi-annual- t»e^-
ly, in an attempt to stimulate greater t he individual skits will run an aver- 
interest and participation. age of ten minutes, with participants num-
In determining which 'fraternities and bering no less than eight, and an un­
sororities would be represented, the IFC limited maximum.
was forced to have an elimination tryout John Ineson will be the master of cere- 
from which to choose the best stunts, monies. Ineson, in past years, has served 
This decision was reached due to the as master of ceremonies for Boy’s State 
time factor involved should all of the and is presently appearing in the ‘Hum 
fraternities and sororities be represented and Strum group at the Cafe Mahrud. 
in the final presentation. As a result, the Try-out Skits
audience may be guaranteed that tomor- The program of skits prior to the elim- 
row evening’s two hours of hilarious ination tryout included; Acacia, “ The 
entertainment will be of the highest Very Last of the Mau Maus” ; ATO, 
quality. “Cat O’Nine Tails” ; Kappa Sigma,
Non Fraternal Judges “ Souse Pacific” ; Lambda Chi, “Tab Col-
The elimination try-outs which were lar and His American Bandstand” ; Phi 
held last evening were judged by non- Mu Delta, “ Park Scene” ; SAE, “ Char- 
fraternity students recommended by Prof. lie and The M TA” ; Sigma Beta, “The 
Batcheller of the Speech Department. True-Life Tradgedy of Sweetwater Hol- 
The judging of these eliminations was low” ; and PiKA presented a pantomine 
based upon the originality of presenta- on a “Firehouse Scene.” The sororities, 
tion, good taste, and the coordination of not to be outdone by the stronger sex, 
presentation. Each judge was allowed a also presented diverse skit theme; Alpha 
maximum of 10 points on each of these Chi, “Found’er” ; Alpha Xi, “ Snownik 
three items, thereby resulting in a possi- and the Seven Beats” ; Chi O, “ The 
ble 90 points for each stunt. The stunts Power of Negative Thinking” ; Phi Mu, 
having the highest number of points will “A Service Man’s Dream” ; and Theta 
automatically qualify for the final show Upsilon, “The Curse of Cupid.”
on Friday night, at which time each stunt The admission charge for the evening’s
will compete for the trophies to be pre- entertainment is fifty cents (cheap),
sented to the winners in each of the men’s Tickets may be purchased only at New 
and women’s divisions. The judging of Hampshire Hall on Friday evening.
By Elizabeth Lunt
Preparations are well under way for 
the annual Mil-Arts Ball which will 
be held on Friday, December 4 in New 
Hampshire Hall. The ball which has 
become the biggest social event of the 
season will be highlighted by the 
crowning of a queen and initiation ce­
remonies of new members into the mili­
tary societies.
The plans for the event are being 
done by the various military societies 
who also sponsor the ball. Jim Osgood, 
chairman of the ball, has announced 
that members of the societies have 
been picked to serve on the General 
Committee. The following have been 
chosen; Pease Air Society, Terry Mai- 
sey; Pershing Rifles, Joe Isenstein; 
Scabbard and Blade, John Ridge. An­
gel Flight and Blue Cord are also help­
ing with the planning. There are nine 
committees, three chosen from each of 
the three societies.
The candidates for queen will be no­
minated by the men’s housing units. 
The final selection of the queen and 
her aides will be by a Boston modeling 
agency. At present the candidates have 
not been chosen.
Student Union Sponsors 
Annual Harvest Dance
A Student Union Harvest Dance is 
being held in the Strafford Room on 
Saturday, November 21 from 8:00 to 
11 :45 p.m. It is open to the entire stu­
dent body. There will be no admission 
and the dress is to be informal. The Ac­
tivities and Special Events Committee, 
which planned the dance, has provided for 
music by Bob Fairchild and his band.
Jack Northridge’s top bid of four 
dollars won him the honor of the first 
blow at Phi Mu Delta’s car smash. The 
car smash, held on Phi Mu Delta’s 
front lawn, was to raise money for 




The hourly student wage has been in­
creased, as of November 1, 1959, from 
60 cents to 70 cents per hour minimum, 
and from 75 cents to $1 maximum.
(Continued on page 5)
Edward Kirchner Is Guest At 
Annual Communion Breakfast
By SILVIA GAGNON
Over 250 persons attended the annual Newman Club Communion 
Breakfast which was held follow ing the 10 a.m. Mass on Sunday, 
November 15. Father J. Desmond O ’Connor celebrated the Mass 
during which the Newman Club choir accompanied by Linda 
Tucker at the organ sang appropriate hymns.
The Breakfast was held in the Strafford Room  of the Memorial 
Union. Presiding as toastmaster was Ed Doherty, President of 
Newman Club. Father O ’Connor, campus 
i chaplain opened the breakfast proceed­
ings with Grace. After the delicious meal 
j he introduced the toastmaster who in turn 
| introduced the following officers of the 
club: Francis Frasier, Vice-President,
: Carlotta Regan, Women’s Vice-President 
’ and chairman of this year’s Communion 
Breakfast, Joan Prisby, Recording Secre­
tary, Joyce Kelly, Corresponding Secre- 
j tary, and Rudy Matalucci, treasurer. He 
also acknowledged the presence of Dr.
Edward D. Eddy, Vice-President and 
Provost of the University.
Importance of Religion
In his welcoming speech Mr. Doherty 
stressed the importance of religious edu­
cation in secular and non-denominational 
colleges and universities.
President Johnson then commended 
members of the organization on their 
splendid work.
Attorney Morris Murphy, Administra­
tive Assistant to His Excellency Gover­
nor Wesley J. Powell extended to New­
man Club the best wishes of the state 
and of the Governor.
Guest Speaker for the occasion was 
Mr. Edward J. Kirchner, C.P. Perm­
anent Representative of Pax Romana to 
the United Nation Economic Social 
Council. He related many of his own per- recipients of the Newman Club member- 
sonal experiences at the Vienna Youth Women’s dorms, Estelle Belanger, Scott 
Festival which was held last summer. Hall; Men’s dorms, Donald Grenier, 
Winners of Drives Alexander; Sororities, Estelle Bougie,
After Mr. Kirchner’s very interesting Theta Upsilon; Fraternities, Robert La- 
talk, President Doherty announced the voie, Phi Delta Upsilon. 
names of the counselors who were the (Continued on page 8)
Mr. Edward Kirchner, as he spoke at 
Newman Club’s annual Communion 
Breakfast last Sunday.
(Photo by Purdy).
LOST —  If that’s what your keys 
are, check with the receptionist at 
the Mub. Numerous sets of same 
have been turned in recently.
Notice
Applications for Freshman Camp 
counselors may be filled out in 206 New 
Hampshire Hall from November 16 to 
20 and November 23 from 9-12:00 and 
1-4 p.m. Previous counselors as well as 
newcomers are invited to apply. The new 
counselors should sign up for inter­
views at the above times.
LOST  — Diamond ring in the vicini­
ty of The Cat, in Dover. Of great senti­
mental value. If found, please notify 
The Dover Police Station.
Pictured above is Reverend Gorden 
Torgensen, reverend at the First Bap­
tist Church in Worcester, Mass. He 
will speak at the service at Student 
Church, this Sunday, November 22, at 
11 a.m. following an informal coffee 
hour. The topic of his sermon will be 
“ Having Faith in God and Yourself” .
Dr. Alman B. Ives, Department of 
Speech, Dartmouth College will speak 
at PiKA this evening.
Before speaking at PiKA, Dr. Ives 
will be guest speaker at the Men’s Club 
of Durham. “Life in a Fishing Village” 
is the theme of both engagements.
Official Notices
All students are responsible for knowledge 
of notices appearing here.
Senior and 2nd-Year TSA ’S.
G R A N IT E  resittings and first takes 
will be on Tuesday, Dec. 1, from 
2 to 6 p.m. Sign up in the G RAN ­
IT E  office, Memorial Union. If you 
have not yet returned your proofs, 
please bring them to the G R A N IT E  
office this evening between 4 and 8 
p.m.
Night Parking is prohibited on all 
streets in Durham from 12 a.m. to 
6 a.m., December 1 through April 
1. Any car parked may be towed 
away at the owner’s expense.
Reminder. Please be sure to see 
your Advisor regarding your regis­
tration if you have not already done 
so.
Education 58 Candidates for the
spring term, who have not previous­
ly taken the special screening tests, 
must do so on Tuesday, Dec. 15, at 
4 P. M. in Murkland 14.
John McCollum, Tenor 
Gives Blue, White, Concert
By PAT TOBEY
Featured second in this year’s Blue and W hite Series, John 
McCollum, a leading American lyric tenor, will appear Tuesday, 
December 1, at 8:00 p.m. in New Hampshire Hall.
Experienced Soloist
Mr. McCollum is experienced in opera, having appeared as a 
leading tenor with the New England Opera Theatre in Boston, on 
three national tours with the Boris Goldovsky Opera Theatre, 
on the NBC-TV Opera Theatre, at Colo­
rado’s Central City Opera, with the 
Opera Society of Washington, D. C., and 
the Toronto Festival Opera.
Appearing as the featured soloist with 
orchestras of many U. S. cities including 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and 
San Francisco, he has been acclaimed by 
the “ Philadelphia Inquirer” which said,
“The Singing of John McCollum was a 
Sheer Joy.”
However, the tenor’s presentations have 
not been limited to the United States.
He was featured in Snoleto, Italy, at the 
music festival, “Festival of Two 
Worlds.” At other music festivals in 
this country he has soloed with the Berk­
shire Festival, the Ravina Festival, The 
Bethlehem Bach Festival, and several 
others.
Reviewed in New York
The “New York Herald Tribune” said 
of John McCollum’s recital in that city, 
that he is “A  superior recitalist and a Tenor John McCollum, who will be 
mature interpreter who holds our at- presented here by the Blue and White 
tention and knows what he is singing Series,
about. His personality is appealing and 
he is capable of evoking a mood. The
clarity of his English words was one of Thompson Hall. They will also be sold
the evening’s greatest delights.” at the New Hampshire box office on the
Tickets for Mr. McCollum’s concert evening of the performance. There is a 
are available at the Memorial Union, special reserved section open to those 
University Bookstore, or Cashier, having Series Tickets.
National Student Association 
Assembly Held At Dartmouth 
The Week-End Of November 6
By ANNE W ICK N ER TZ
The Student Senate joined the United States National Student 
Association late last spring and sent four delegates to the New 
England Region Fall Assem bly at Dartmouth College the week­
end of Novem ber 6-8. The conference attracted 99 representatives 
from 34 different colleges and universities in New England, from 
Harvard to Maine, plus officers of the U SNSA, Gene Preston from 
Union Theological Seminary, Dean Seymour of Dartmouth, Ray­
mond Arvio from World University Ser- ~ , TT ,, ~  : JG T7~
vice, and Miss Judith Gilmartin from Albert, Lord  ̂ Hall; Nancie Piper, Mc- 
Educational Travel, Inc., who visited Laughlm Hall; John Richards, Phi Mu
UNH a few weeks ago to show films on a '̂ ■nn5 U  ,,
the inexpensive student travels in Eu- (N SA  Coordinator at U N H ). The theme 
rope offered by NSA. °* ff*e conference was Student Aware-
The senators from UNH were Linda (Continued on page 8)
Durham Donates 282 Pints Blood 
Kappa Delta, AG R  Top Donors
A  large gathering of students, faculty, 
and town citizens were on hand at the 
blood bank of the Memorial Union. Dur­
ham broke its own record by donating 
282 pints of blood.
As usual there was strong competi­
tion among the fraternities and sororities 
to make the most contributions. Honors 
go to AGR with 68 percent of their 
house donating and SAE second with a 
50 percent donation. KD was first among 
the sororities with 45 percent and Alpha 
Xi Delta and Alpha Chi Omega were 
runners up with 27 percent each.
According to J. Stearns, Blood Chair­
man of the Durham Red Cross, the whole 
program ran as smoothly and effectively 
as it did, as a result of the cooperation 
of all the members of the Memorial 
Union staff. The atmosphere of relaxation 
was further created by the records played 
by Mrs. Price of Price’s Music Store.
Mrs. Stearns also added, “ I wish to t„ j „  t „ -t ____ „ „  . . .
express my thanks to all the wonderful .
donors who gave to the recent drawing £lvlnS blood is a pretty painless pro-
at the Union.” cess. (Photo by Purdy)
Student Senate Campus Affairs Comm. 
Plans Conference On Campus Problems
The Student Senate Committee on 
Campus Affairs has begun planning for 
a conference on current campus problems 
to be held January 9. This year the con­
ference will be held at the Memorial 
Union instead of Rolling Ridge, thus 
creating a more informal atmosphere and 
eliminating possible financial or trans­
portation difficulties.
To this symposium are sent leaders 
from each student organization and each 
housing unit.
They will meet with faculty and panel 
members in small discussion groups to 
consider problems relating to this year’s 
theme: INTELLIGENT D ISSATIS­
FACTION +  ACTION =  RESPON­
SIBLE FREEDOM. Emphasis will be 
placed on channels of action that are 
available to students so that their sug­
gestions and decisions are most effective­
ly heard by the University administra­
tion, officials and the faculty.
The Rolling Ridge Conference was
first sponsored by the Student Senate i 
1950, under the guidance of Dr. Ed war 
D. Eddy. In the past decade it has serve 
an important function in the practice 
approach to problems encountered by th 
campus organization.
The chairman for this year’s confer 
enee is Mike Ashapa, a junior and mem 
ber of Phi Mu Delta. Assisting th 
chairman in the planning and organiza 
tion of the conference are Corine Car 
pentiere and Becky Kalmanavitz who ar 
programming the conference; Anne Mil 
ler, in charge of Registrations and Stu 
dent Invitations; Linda Albert, in charg 
of publicity; Jan Patch and Dick Char 
train in charge of putting together th 
conference booklet; and Claire Karpinsk 
coordinator between conference and Stu 
dent Senate.
Through this conference the Studen 
Senate hopes not only to alleviate cam 
pus problems, but also to strike a blo\ 
at a basic issue of student apathy.
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Club News
All manuscript for “ Club N ew s” must be in The New Hampshire office, 
Room 120 of the Memorial Union Building, by 8 p.m. Sunday night for publi­
cation the following Thursday.
FUTURE FARMERS 
OF AMERICA
The University Chapter of the FFA 
put on the Chapter Farmer Degree at 
New Boston on November 4. Members 
participating were William A. Wilson, 
Edward E. Morris, William O. Dodge, 
Peter J. Messer, Kenneth H. Mackie, 
Bruce C. Townsend, Lawrence C. Hor- 
belt. Mr. John A. Dodds, Advisor to the 
club accompanied the members.
The regular weekly meeting was held 
on November 5. Two main items of busi­
ness taken care of were meat cutting and 
acceptance of the Agricultural Convoca­
tion Proposal.
HORTICULTURE CLUB
This month’s meeting of the Horti­
culture Club will be held on Thursday, 
November 19, at 7 :00 p.m. in room 314, 
Nesmith Hall. At this meeting Professor 
Egged: will talk and show slides on his 
second trip out West. These slides will 
give an idea of the type of natural grow­
ing and horticultural plants found there, 
as well as what this part of the country 
is like. Anyone who is interested in plants 
of our western states is welcome to at­
tend.
PSI EPSILON
Psi Epsilon, the Honorary Economics 
and Business Society of the University of
New Hampshire, initiated nine new mem­
bers in a ceremony held in the Grafton 
Room of the Memorial Union on No­
vember 11. The initiates are: Charles R. 
Brand, Richard H. Brooks, Edward Gar- 
bowicz, Donald E. Johnson, Conrad 
Klock, Norman F. Murphy, Lloyd M. 
Perreault, John P. Sweklo, and Alan 
E. White.
They are all juniors and seniors ma­
joring in the Department of Economics 
and Business Administration who have 
demonstrated scholarship and ability in 
their field of study.
After the ceremony, Mr. George 
O ’Rourke of the personnel department 
of the General Electric Company in 
Somersworth spoke to the members on 
training programs and placement prac­
tices.
NEW M AN CLUB
A  Tridium in honor of the Consecra­
tion of the National Shrine of the Im­
maculate Conception, Patron Saint of the 
United States, will be held in the St. 
Thomas More Church on Thursday, Nov. 
19 at 7 prni.
Immediately following this service the 
weekly meeting of Newman Club, fea­
turing a guest speaker will be held in the 
Church Hall.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
STUDENT CHURCH
Rev. Gordon M. Torgensen, Pastor of 
the First Baptist Church, in Worcester, 
Mass., will conduct services at Student 
Church, Sunday, Nov. 22. The topic of 
his sermon will be “ Having Faith in God 
and Yourself.”
A graduate of Malcalester College he 
received his Ministerial degree from Col- 
gate-Rochester Divinity School. He has 
been preacher for the British Council of 
Churches in England and Scotland and 
has also appeared on the CBS National 
Church of the Air.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUB
At their weekly meeting, Thursday, 
November 12, Young Democrats had the 
opportunity to hear Mr. G. Allen Foster, 
Executive-Secretary of the State Demo­
cratic Committee.
Mr. Foster spoke to the group on mod­
ern trends in leadership education in the 
Democratic organization. Having at­
tended various conferences, recently
which were concerned with this sub­
ject, he cited examples where modern 
socio-psychological techniques are replac­
ing the one time “ smoke filled room”
methods used by politician.
After the meeting there was a “cider
and doughnut” get-together where mem­
bers had a chance to speak informally 
with the speaker.
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Advisory Committee Names 
Dr. Eddy As New Member
Dr. Edward D. Eddy Jr., Vice-presi­
dent and Provost of the University, re­
cently was named a member of the na­
tional advisory committee to the Ford 
Foundation’s Educational Facilities Lab­
oratory.
Dr. Eddy will serve on the panel super­
vising the college housing project. Chair­
man of the panel is Dr. James A. M c­
Cain, President of Kansas State Universi­
ty. The membership is composed of 12 
college presidents, trustees, and deans.
Purpose of the Educational Facilities 
Laboratory, established a year ago, is to 
help American school and colleges with 
their physical problems by the encour­
agement of research and experimentation, 
and by the dissemination of knowledge 
regarding educational facilities.
Frosh Lose To UMass
The Wildcat Frosh Harriers were de­
feated by the Frosh Harriers of the Uni­
versity of Mass in a close meet by the 
score of 25-30.
Balch of Mass captured individual hon­
ors as he narrowly beat out UNH  frosh 
runner Ralph Messer. Blomstrom of 
UMass took third place with Nicholls 
and Peart of New Hampshire filling in 
the fourth and fifth spots. Other New 
Hampshire runners who finished in the 
money were Paul Girouard and Ken La- 
tour.
The pedestrian record reflected the 4fh 
consecutive year of improvement for 
motor vehicle accidents in 1954.
AND DICK MASLOWSKI
They’re transmission engineers with Michigan 
Bell Telephone Company in Detroit. Burnell 
graduated from Western Michigan in 1951 
with a B.S. in Physics, spent four years in 
the Navy, then joined the telephone company. 
His present work is with carrier systems, as 
they relate to Direct Distance Dialing facilities.
Dick got his B.S.E.E. degree from Michigan 
in 1956 and came straight to Michigan Bell. 
He is currently engineering and administering 
a program to utilize new, transistorized re­
peater (amplifier) equipment.
Both men are well qualified to answer a 
question you might well be asking yourself: 
“What’s in telephone company engineering 
for me?”
SAYS DICK:
“There’s an interesting day’s work for you 
every day. You really have to use your engi­
neering training and you’re always working 
with new developments. Every time Bell Lab­
oratories designs a new and more efficient 
piece of equipment, you are challenged to in­
corporate it in our system effectively and 
economically. For example, I have been work­
ing on projects utilizing a newly developed 
voice frequency amplifier. It’s a plug-in type 
—transistorized—and consumes only two 
watts, so it has lots of advantages. But I have 
to figure out where and how it can be used in 
our sprawling network to provide new and 
improved service. Technological developments 
like this really put spice in the job.”
| SAYS BURNELL:
“ Training helps, too—and you get the best. 
Through an interdepartmental training pro­
gram, you learn how company-wide operations 
dovetail. You also get a broad background by 
rotation of assignments. I’m now working 
with carrier systems, but previously worked on 
repeater (amplifier) projects as Dick is doing 
now. Most important, I think you always learn 
‘practical engineering.’ You constantly search 
for the solution that will be most economical 
in the long run.”
There’s more, of course—but you can get 
the whole story from the Bell interviewer. 
He’ll be visiting your campus before long. Be 




The University is participating in 
a graduate fellowship program which 
has as its aim the offsetting of the 
critical shortage of qualified college 
teachers by encouraging seniors of out­
standing ability to consider college 
teaching careers.
Awards 1000 Fellowships
The W oodrow  W ilson Fellowship 
Foundation of Princeton, N. J., annual­
ly awards 1000 fellowships for first- 
year graduate study at any university 
of the recipient’s choice in the United 
States or Canada. Those who receive 
awards are asked to “ seriously consid­
er” the possibility of a teaching career.
University faculty members have 
nominated about 10 students for the 
1960-61 program according to Dr. John 
F. Reed, Dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Dean of the Graduate School, 
University representative. Closing date 
for nominations was October 31. The 
W oodrow  W ilson Foundation does not 
accept applications directly from stu­
dents. Candidates for the award must 
be nominated by a faculty member.
Qualifications
W oodrow  W ilson Fellowships carry 
a stipend of $1500, plus full tuition and 
fees, and, in the case of married Fel­
lows, a dependency allowance for wives 
and children. The program is open to 
college graduates in the natural and 
social sciences and in the humanities. 
Both men and women are eligible and 
there is no limit on the age of the can­
didate or the number of years he may 
have been out of college.
Subscribe to “The New Hampshire”.
Alice Mahoney suggests 
for finest in foods . . .
DUNFEY’S
DICK'S GUN ROOM
1 A lle n  S t., E x e te r , N .  H .
(.3  m ile so. o f Exeter •— 
Stratham Line, off Rte 101)
M O N .- F R I.— 6  P .M .-1 0  P .M . 
S A T .— 1 P .M .-1 0  P .M .
“ Shooting Supplies b y  a 
S hooter Y ou  K n ow .”
DICK BETZ ’ 56
S e e  M e  F irst— S ee  M e  Last, 
B ut S e e  M e !
T e l. C o n n e c tio n — PR 2 -3 0 3 3
C O L O N I A I
Portsmouth G E  6-2605
N o w  th ru  S a t . N o v . 21
FABULOUS F-A-B-l-A-N in
H O UN D-DO G MAN
with Carol Lynleyl Color 
A ls o ! T H E  O R E G O N  T R A IL
S u n .-M o n .-T u e s . N o v . 2 2 - 2 4
LIBEL
Dirk Bogarde O livia deHavtland
Plus! F R A N K E N S T E IN  1 9 7 0
Thurs. Nov. 19
Return Engagement of
REBEL W ITHOUT A  CAUSE
J am e s  D e a n  
C in e m a s c o p e  a n d  C o lo r
Fri.-Sat. Nov. 20-21
THE BIG CIRCUS
Victor Mature Red Buttons
Rhonda Fleming
c o lo r  —  c in e m a s c o p e
Sun.-Mon. Nov. 22-23
IT STARTED WITH A  KISS
s ta r r in g
Glenn Ford Debbie Reynolds
c o lo r  —  c in e m a s c o p e
N OTICE:
THEATER CLOSED  
Nov. 24 thru Nov. 28
REOPEN ING  
Sun., Nov. 29
THE F.B.I. STORY
James Stewart Vera Miles
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Veteran's Corner
Korean GI Bill veteran-students have 
been given more liberal rights to pursue 
advanced training under a new bill that 
has liberalized the former definition of 
“ change-of-course.”
The Korean GI Bill allows a veteran 
to change his course of study just once 
— no more.
Now, a veteran may move from one 
GI course to another — where the first 
“ is prerequisite to, or generally required 
for” the second — without being charged 
with his one-and-only change of course.
For example, a veteran may set out in 
GI training with the objective of getting 
an AB degree. Later he decides he wants 
to become a lawyer. Now, he may switch 
to law studies, without it counting as a 
course change. The reason is that his 
work toward his AB degree “ is pre­
requisite to” his study of law.
Before this change, the V A  had no 
choice but to charge a veteran with a 
change of course, even if his first course 
of study was prerequisite to his second. 
Then, if the veteran wanted to change 
again, he could not; he had used up his 
right to a single change.
Ways for some GI insurance policy­
holders to save time and money in mak­
ing premium payments and at the same 
time avoid the chance of a lapsed policy 
were suggested today by the Veterans 
Administration.
Veterans who draw V A  compensation 
are urged to have their premiums taken 
out of their compensation payments. This 
procedure saves the veteran the time and 
expense of drawing a check or money 
order and mailing it to a V A  district 
office.
Veterans who are drawing retirement 
pay are urged to have the branch of the 
service with which they are connected 
make out an allotment from their retire-
PRICE'S
For tasteful vocal blendings with 
striking backgrounds by 
five amplified guitars, hear:
"The Four Freshmen 
And Five Guitars"
Store hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 to 9 
Sat. 9 to 7
3 6  M a in  S t. (O ld  Post O ffic e ) D u rh a m , N .H .











Starts W ed. Nov. 25 for One Week
A Summer Place
with
Richard Egan Dorothy McGuire
E. M. LOEW 'S
C I V I C
THEATRE
Portsmouth, N. H. G E  6-5710
Starts W ed. Nov. 18
Jack Webb as a newspaper editor 
in
“ 3 0 ”
and
W a l t  D isney 's
EYE IN OUTER SPACE
color







Programs in Art, 
Music, Education
More than 100 elementary schools in 
New Hampshire are making use of the 
in-school television programs of W EN H - 
TV.
The schools are in 34 communities 
throughout the southern and central por­
tions of the state. Fifteen elementary 
schools in Manchester, ten in Concord, 
and nine in Portsmouth are participating, 
plus the Mitchell School of Kittery, Me.
Schools supporting the in-school tele­
vision project have .procured study guides 
from Channel 11, which include a sum­
mary of each televised lesson, teaching 
concepts, pre-telecast suggestion for 
teacher and pupil preparation, evaluation 
suggestions, post telecast suggestions, 
bibliography for teachers and children, 
and a list of related film strips and films.
AR T . . .
Channel 11 is extending an “Invita­
tion to Art” to Granite State viewers 
via its weekly series of that name. Broad­
cast direct from the galleries of the Bos­
ton Museum of Fine Arts, the program 
feature interpretive comments by Dr. 
Brian O’Dougherty, a former art critic 
and lecturer in Ireland, and a fellow for 
research in education at the museum.
Not only will the work and lives of 
individual painters be presented, but there
ment pay to cover their GI insurance 
premium payment.
will be a group of programs relating phil­
osophy’s influence on art. Two of the lat­
ter telecasts will offer a discussion of 
Indian thought by Amiya Chakravarty, 
Professor of Oriental religion and liter­
ature at Boston University.
Throughout the year there will be pro­
grams devoted to special exhibitions at 
the Museum. On December 7 the opening 
of the new Guggenheim Museum in New 
York City will be feted.
Scheduled to continue through May 16, 
1960, the series can be seen each Mon­
day night at 8 :30 p.m.
MUSIC . . .
The colorful era of the Renaissance 
provides the background for the latest 
educational series on Channel 11. Entitled 
“Music and the Renaissance,” the pro­
grams are broadcast at 9 :30 a.m. on Wed­
nesdays.
This series highlights music typical of 
the medieval European courts and shows 
its relationship to the art, poetry, and 
drama then popular. There is a particular 
concentration on Italy, Germany and the 
Netherlands, but the reigns of Philip the 
Good of France and England’s Elizabeth 
I are also covered. Two of the later pro­
grams will contrast the varied religious 
music of the period.
Host for the ten-week series is Colin 
Sterne, assistant professor of music, his­
tory, and literature at the University of 
Pittsburgh. He is also the founder and 
director of the Saturday Concert, a group 
of six musicians who will be performing 
this early music on the actual instru­
ments for which it was composed.
Produced by Professor Sterne with the 
cooperation of W QED, Pittsburgh, the 
shows will feature several distinguished 
educators as guest speakers.
G O IN G S O N  AT THE MUB
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Today, a television program is judg­
ed as much for its musical background 
as it is for action and plot. All of 
televisions top detective programs now 
employ a jazz background, which can 
set a scene without a single word from 
the performers. The jazz themes from 
Peter Gunn, Richard Diamond, M 
Squad, iPerry Mason, Waterfront, and 
six other T V  shows are now available 
on a new RCA Victor release, Impact. 
Orchestration is under the direction of 
Buddy M orrow and his conducting 
skill makes this album a good collection 
of jazz.
Twentieth Century F ox has taken
the tapes of Tom m y Dorsey’s band of 
the mid forties, his best, and put them 
together in a tremendous album, Tom­
my Dorsey And His Greatest Band. 
This album includes numbers by the 
never heard before “ Dorsey with 
strings” group, which includes Gene 
Krupa on drums, Buddy DeFranco on 
clarinet, and arrangements by Nelson 
Riddle. Opus No. 1, and Boogie Woo- 
gie, two classic Dorsey Swingers, and 
sentimental tunes like I Never Knew 
and Land of Dreams are heard at their 
very best.
Party Songs
Tom  Lehrer has a new album out 
called More of Tom Lehrer. Here is 
what real critics have said about Mr. 
Lehrer’s work: “ obscene” , “ vulgar”, 
“ Mr. Lehrer’s songs are not inhibited 
by any restrictions such as good taste,” 
If you’re looking for some godd 
laughs, don’t fail to hear this one.
engineers
and what they do at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. . .
The field has never been broader 
The challenge has never been greater
Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are concerned 
with the development of all forms of flight propulsion 
systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced 
types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so 
entirely new in concept that their design and development, 
and allied research programs, require technical personnel 
not previously associated with the development of aircraft 
engines. Where the company was once primarily interested 
in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical 
engineering, it now also requires men with degrees in 
electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics, 
chemistry, and metallurgy.
Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to 
technically trained graduates at all levels are these four 
basic fields:
A N A LY TIC AL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this 
activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in 
the fields of science or engineering related to the conception 
of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of ad­
vanced flight and space systems and interpret results in 
terms of practical design applications. They provide basic 
information which is essential in determining the types of 
systems that have development potential.
DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an 
active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermo­
dynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine design 
to the creation of new flight propulsion systems, Men en­
gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific per­
formance and structural requirements of the new product 
and design it as a complete working mechanism.
EXPERIM ENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise 
and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing 
of experimental apparatus, system components, and devel­
opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups, 
specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual 
test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the develop­
ment program also includes analysis of test data, reporting 
of results and recommendations for future effort.
M ATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field 
at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials 
under various environmental conditions to determine their 
usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems. 
They devise material testing methods and design special 
test equipment. They are also responsible for the determina­
tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures or 
manufacturing difficulties.
Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine 
thrust chambers is carried on at the Florida 
Research and Development Center.
Frequent informal discussions among analytical 
engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas 
on related research projects.
World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines
P R A T T  &  W H I T N E Y  A I R C R A F T
D iv is io n  o f  U n ite d  A ir c r a f t  C o rp o ra tio n
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS -  East Hartford 
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER -  Palm Beach County, Florida
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, contact your college placement officer.
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Masculine Masque
Last Monday night the Student Senate voted a five member com ­
mittee the authority to find out why we have com pulsory R O T C  
on this campus. A fter the committee discovers w hy we have com ­
pulsory R O T C  now, it will present a ‘brief’ to the Senate, weigh­
ing both the pros and cons, as to the need for com pulsory R O T C  
in the future. It will then be up to the Student Senate as a body 
to decide whether or not it will recommend that the Adm inistra­
tion either continue R O T C  as com pulsory, or make it optional.
But before the Senate can do any voting it must hear the com ­
mittee report. Senators should then bear the findings of this com ­
mittee back to their housing units for discussion am ong the stu­
dents. It hardly seems necessary for us to remind the Senators that 
their vote on this issue should reflect the majority opinion of the 
students they represent, and not their own.
The New Hampshire is of the opinion, if there are no laws to 
the contrary, that R O T C  should be made optional. It is doubtful 
that basic R O T C  is in any way useful to any student who does not 
plan to continue in the advanced program. The only danger that 
we see in abolishing com pulsory R O T C  is the possibility that a 
student might decide, after it is too late, that he would like to 
enroll in the R O T C  program. This danger, however, could prob­
ably be eliminated by a thorough explanation of the R O T C  pro­
gram given by the combined R O T C  departments during Freshman 
Orientation W eek. A ny person capable of meeting the requirements 
for entrance to the University should be mature enough in his think­
ing to decide for himself whether or not he wants to take R O T C  
without having to take two years to make up his mind.
Feminine Folly
W h y should University women be compelled to take Physical 
Education? This is a question that has plagued the minds of al­
most every coed at this college. Many of the authorities on the 
subject feel that these courses help the student develop a sound 
body. But facing this realistically, how can two hours o f exercise 
a week, taken against one’s will, do anyone any good? O f course, 
you could always solve this problem by adding a few more hours 
of these activities to the women students’ schedule; but how many 
coeds have the time to devote to this purpose? The social value 
of these courses is also questionable, as you rarely form friend­
ships while participating in activities which you don’t enjoy. It 
seems that the number of hours spent in these activities could be 
used more constructively in study and academic pursuits, the main 
purposes in com ing to college. ______________________________________
Dr. Jervis Speaks 
On Psychology In 
Changing Society
“ Psychology in a Changing _ Society” 
was Dr. Frederick Jervis’ topic at the 
Student Union coffee hour held in the 
Coos-Cheshire room of the Memorial 
Union on Nov. 16. Coffee was served 
before Dr. Jervis’ speech, and an in­
formal discussion followed.
Dr. Jervis gave several everyday ex­
amples of the evidence we have that 
people are having difficulty coping with 
their environment: 1. The divorce rate 
is increasing. 2. Child guidance clinics 
are overcrowded and have long waiting 
lists. 3. There has been a definite rise 
in juvenile delinquency. 4. When a stu­
dent isn’t achieving his scholastic poten­
tial, it’s frequently found that he has an 
emotional problem. 5. 80-90 percent of the 
people who lose their jobs lose them be­
cause they can’t get along with their 
co-workers and superiors. Some extreme 
samples of inability to cope with environ­
ment are alcoholism, drug addiction, and 
serious mental problems.
Are men disintegrating morally? Dr. 
Jervis said that human nature isn’t chang­
ing, but society has changed in the last 
forty to fifty years. Hence, man must 
adapt to his new society. He cited this 
example: We don’t expect the Ports­
mouth Fire Department to use the same 
equipment they used fifty years ago, so 
why should our personal attitudes re­
main unchanged?
Society has changed in many ways: 
We no longer have unexplored frontiers. 
There have been changes in industrial 
and family structures. There is no longer 
a strict moral code. Mass communication 
has brought change. Because of these 
changes, we might change our attitudes 
about the type of support an individual 
needs; in this way we may be better 
able to adapt to our environment.
By Sandra Barnard
This week we meet Saffet Catani who 
has been in this country since the fall 
of 1958. Born in Yugoslavia where he 
spent the greater part of his life, Mr. 
Catani is now a Turkish citizen, and is 
here on a student visa from that coun­
try. He will return upon completion of 
his education.
He graduated from the University of 
Zagreb, in Yugoslavia, in 1950 with a 
degree in agricultural engineering. He 
received his master’s degree in entomol­
ogy the following ye.ar and did research 
in entomology there until 1957. He then 
went to Turkey to live with his rela­
tives, having lost his parents in the 
second World War. He received his citi­
zenship shortly thereafter.
It was chiefly through the efforts of 
Miss Mary Wright of Concord, N. H., 
whom Mr. Catani met in Yugoslavia and 
to whom he wishes to express his grati­
tude, that he was able to come here. He 
is now studying for his master’s degree 
in botany and is also doing research 
assistant work in that field.
Mr. Catani explained that education in 
Yugoslavia and Turkey is free through 
college. In Yugoslavia about fifty percent 
of college students are women and many 
of them enter “men’s fields” of science 
and technology. Educated women almost 
always hold positions after completing 
college and the great majority do so 
even after marriage. He finds here a 
close student-teacher relationship which 
he likes. He also finds our pace of liv­
ing “ rushed” which seems to be a typi­
cal observation of our foreign students.
Nickel stainless steel is more abra­
sion-resistant than stainless steel which 
does not contain nickel. Thus, it will 




same now. But they are having to stand 
in line and make appointments with 
"A dvisors,” Instructors, and psycholo­
gists, along with others.
It is difficult to see where this is an 
advantage to anybody. The Registra­
tion staff has to do as much or more 
work at this time of year than it ever 
did. The student has to devote many
A  few weeks ago an editorial appear- second semester then. This is not really hours to wrangling, arguing, waiting, 
ed in The New Hampshire, which sug- such a novel idea, though, is it? and filling-out. The faculty, whose job
gested that the administration of the 
university has, as its first interest, not 
the students, 'not the faculty, but itself. 
The general reaction to this was that 
the Editorial Board is crazy.
Maybe so, but
Not Bad !s to teach, must devote free hours to
Except for the fact that the new re- “ advising.” Certainly, while their of- 
gistration-every-few-months system fice hours are consumed by such extra­
adds extra work to the students, the 
faculty (now called Advisors), and the 
administration, one might be led to
By George Daughan
In, that editorial, several instances view the plan and say: “ Not Bad! 
were cited in which deserving faculty However, there are students who en- 
members were not given raises and joy normal, well-organized curricula, 
promotions. Well, this is pretty hard These could have made out their sched- 
to nail down —  that is, it is difficult ule two years ago and it would be the 
to prove whether such a faculty member 
has -been so cheated.
There is, however, something more 
tangible with which to argue the point 
that the administration thinks more of 
itself than it does of being a service 
organization to the student and fac­
ulty; except in this instance there 
seems to have been a backfire, because 
the administration is inconveniencing 
itself as much as anybody else.
What I have in mind is present now, 
and familiar to every student and fac­
ulty member. . .
Registration Time is Here Again!
“ The process of registration will be 
similar to that for semester I E X C E P T  
that with your cooperation we will 
avoid many of the difficulties encount­
ered in September.” So reads the first 
sentence on the mimeographed sheet 
entitled IN S T R U C T IO N S, of which 
we all have encountered a copy.
May I humbly suggest that one of 
these difficulties could easily have been 
avoided last spring by registering for
curricular activity, there can be few 
conferences with interested students. 
Get an IBM Machine
And since the registration period 
will endure until the end of this semes­
ter, there are many of us who have had 
our last chat with an instructor, just 
(Continued on page 5)
From the Observation Post
Qualms About A-Tests
One of the more fearful phrases in our at the United Nations, really seemed as 
language is the “Atom Bomb” , it ranks if he was seriously considering disarm- 
with such horrors as the bubonic plague, ament. But in the past few months that 
cancer, polio, war etc. There can be no bomb has again reared its ugly head, 
doubt that this weapon is the great evil Fears about it have sprung from two 
of our sadly divided world. The conse- different quarters, Paris and Washington, 
quences of using it on a large scale are In Paris President de Gaulle has made 
unbelievable; the destruction it could it dear that he intends to explode France’s 
render is catastrophic. Nonetheless many first nuclear bomb, sometime next year, 
nuclear explosions have taken place in This will be the realization of a great 
the short history of the bomb but only fear which has plagued many people ever 
two were for real, all the rest have been since the bomb’s invention, that is that 
tests of one form or another. A  short the more nations which possess the bomb, 
breathing ̂ spell in these tests came in the the greater becomes the risk that it will 
fall of 1958 when all three countries who be used. If de Gaulle goes ahead with his 
possessed the bomb agreed unilaterally plans France will be the fourth nation 
to suspend testing. Added hope for the jn the nuclear club and who knows where 
world came when Krushchev, in his talk *t stop. As far as most people are
concerned. There are too many nations in
The Hot Potato
By DICK W ESTO N
From time to time we hear anguished ties are grouped around a split in the 
moans about the lack of a real two- Republican party between what might be 
party system in New Hampshire. They called the Bridges machine and the 
come mostly from newspaper editors and Adams machine. Democrats on the state 
Democrats, and they can be dismissed as and local level line up with one or the 
so much unpremeditated hogwash. We other faction to complete this system, 
have a vigorous two-party system in this This is why a majority of the Democrats 
state, although its existence is some- in the last session of the Legislature 
times obscure because the two parties do ignored the advice of Mr. Boutin, their 
not correspond to the two national party nominal leader, and voted in favor of 
organizations. Thus, in national and state Gov. Powell on most issues while the 
elections, candidates for major offices run majority of the Republicans ignored 
as Democrats and Republicans and are party unity and voted against their own 
supported by their respective party or- governor.
ganizations.  ̂ The “Bridges machine” , a generally
These labels don’t mean much when it conservative group, includes Senators 
comes down to the workings of our state Bridges and Cotton, Governor Powell, 
government, however. The real two par- (Continued on page 5)
the Club already.
In Washington the United States is 
debating whether to resume its own tests 
unilaterally. Although Herter has said 
we would not, many political and mili­
tary leaders are increasingly beginning to 
favor resumption of the tests.
There seems little that anyone can do 
about de Gaulle. The United States could 
exert some pressure but at the moment 
we are handling France with kid gloves. 
There is, however, a great deal we can 
do in Washington. It would be sheer 
•catastrophe for the United States to start 
nuclear testing again. If only for humani­
tarian reasons we would be well justified 
in not resuming the tests. World opinion 
would certainly turn against us and the 
Russians could use this as an excuse to 
resume their own tests thus starting the 
whole vicious business again.
The basic reason why some leaders 
want to resume the tests seems to be the 
fear that the Soviet Union might be 
secretly testing their own weapons and 
thus obtaining a large advantage over 
________(Continued on page 5)
The River
Outside
the moon grinned 
no different from people, 
breaking clouds. 
Birches wailed 
at the bears 
playing in the people’s 
dump
The clean cold river 
slapped the moldy bank.
Buckled boards 
succumbed to the damp 
and gapped 
under tar paper 
flapping.
Rain dripped, and 
slipped down walls, 
to sop newspaper, 
bare
in a sashless window.
Dying furling smoke 
fluttered
from the bent chimney.
Warm rain 
dropped
into the retching river.
Mud embraced rain, then 






the bottle stood 
in the clogging dust.
The river, heavy, 
heaved up phlegmatic fog 
to meet the rain.
Carlene Richardson
Huzzas For (Bus Stop)
By B ETTY AN N  JORGENSEN
On Thursday, November 12, the cur­
tain rose on the first performance of 
William Inge’s “ Bus Stop” , by Mask 
and Dagger. The action of the play de­
velops in a, small mid-west restaurant 
which becomes a refuge from a snow 
storm for several bus passengers, their 
driver, and the help in the restaurant.
Margaret Nevers Stars 
Starring in the play is Margaret Ne­
vers, as Cherie, a cheap night club 
“ chanteuse” who is being persistently 
“ courted” by a determined, if not ex­
perienced, young rancher, Bo Decker 
(Ron Brown). Ron was considerably
more at ease in this role than he was 
in his previous performances. Miss 
Nevers seemed to play too much to 
the audience at times, but her role was 
well done, and frequently very natural. 
She, too, showed a great deal more 
stage presence than in previous perfor­
mances.
Three of the most natural portrayals 
were those of B o ’s friend, Virgil Bles- 
sing, played by Brian Corliss; Grace 
Hoylard, the restaurant owner, (Anne 
U stick); and Will Masters, the sheriff, 
played by John Zanes. Anne again dis­
continued on page 5)
There is not too much to say about 
Rebel Without A  Cause that has not 
been said. It is a good movie starring 
James Dean, Natalie W ood  and Sal 
Mineo. After Dean’s death, Mineo and 
W ood  rode to stardom in the wake of 
the J. Dean, “ death cult,” they were 
sufficient in their roles in this film even 
if they didn’t fullfill the great promise 
attributed to them at the time of its 
release.. W orth seeing again. Recom ­
mended for Psych, and Soc. Majors. 
Color. 3.6
The Big Circus is a good film for 
the weekend. Victor Mature stars as a 
circus owner and doesn’t get to build 
any pyramids or protect sacred relics
as his public has come to expect. The 
cast is large and impressive. (Peter 
Lorrie plays a clown). The real star is 
the circus and though the plot may oc ­
casionally get in the way the wide 
screen has captured the best of all cir­
cuses without the smell. Color. 2.9 
I guess you would call It Started 
With A Kiss a bedroom farce. That 
cute little Debbie Reynolds heads the 
bill. (You_ know —  she’s had all that 
trouble with that nasty singer fellow 
and that other woman.) W e should all 
go to cheer her up and let her know 
we still love her. The film itself is dirty 
in an innocent, acceptable way. Com­
edy, Color. 2.5 
After vacation The FBI Story looks 
pretty good. James Stewart and Vera 
Miles head the cast of this occasionally 
factual documentary film which cap­
tures a great chunk of FBI history 
from the 1920’s, through W W  II, up 
to the present. It might be a trifle long 
but is a good action-drama. Color. 3.2
Letters To The Editor
Witch-hunters Wyman and McCarthy
Uncle Joe
TO TH E ED IT O R :
Sir. I would like to express approval 
of and agreement with the sentiments 
expressed by R. John W uesthoff in a 
letter to the editor in last week’s issue 
of the New Hampshire. I, too, have 
read numerous mentions in your paper 
of the late Senator Joe, and I, too, be­
come W'eary of sordid references. In fact, 
the only repetition of anything that I 
can remember which plagued me more 
were the constant admonitions of my 
mother, when I was very small, not to 
run out in front of automobiles.
Mr. Wuesthoff is correct, I am sure, 
in stating that Joe McCarthy “ did
make a rational analysis of the pob- 
lem ”. Mr. Wuesthoff does not, I fear, 
reveal to us the nature of the problem. 
The problem would seem to have been, 
considered in retrospect, coldly and 
dispassionately. “ H ow  does a demago­
gue win to immense pow er?” The an­
swer would seem to have been that 
said demagogue would seize upon ig­
norance and fear, fan up a storm of 
panic, and ride the crest as long as 
possible. Providence intervened. The 
“ attack on Communism” that Mr. 
Wuesthoff has reference to is as valid 
in considering the dangers of McCar- 
thyism as is the late senator’s espouse- 
(continued on page 5)
Uncle Lou
TO TH E  ED ITO R :
Louis J. Wyman, the witch-hunter 
of New Hampshire, has now added to 
his many crimes deliberate, premedi­
tated, cold-blooded murder. On Nov­
ember 14, 1959, Attorney General W y ­
man murdered two men and provoked 
the death of a third. Wyman finally got 
his bloody sandwich that he has longed 
for when, acting as prosecuting attor­
ney in the case of the slaying of Mau­
rice A. Gagnon, he listened to the all­
male jury return indictments of mur­
der in the first degree and kidnapping 
(Continued on page 5)
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Looking Around . . .
(Continued from page 4) 
because we don’t want to go through 
the intricate process of making an ap­
pointment three days in advance.
Might this form of registration not 
'be thereby damaging to scholarship? 
Might it not sicken faculty members’ 
feelings toward meeting students ? 
Couldn’t an IBM  machine do it all bet­
ter? Couldn’t somebody start an organ 
ized, well-informed, cool-tempered 
rebellion? Couldn’t somebody arrange it 
so that we could choose our own in­
structors, as far as is possible? W hy 
not inspire our student senators?
Huzzas . . .
(Continued from page 4) 
played her versatility by this complete 
switch in roles. Gerard St. Cyr, who 
played Carl, the bus driver, has been 
improving a great deal with each sub­
sequent performance and “ Bus Stop” 
was his best to date.
Newcomer Does Well 
A  newcomer to the scene was Sandy 
Shaw, who portrayed Elma Duck­
worth, the waitress. Although a bit too 
exuberant for the part at times, she 
did well for her initial role at UNH.
A comparatively light evening’s en­
tertainment, the play nevertheless has 
its more serious moments. An example 
of this is the drunken speech about 
love, (well delivered by Jim Cooke as 
Dr. Lyman) spoken by an educated 
man who finds himself an emotional 
misfit in society.
The play has a message of human­
ness, a “ togetherness” which is empha­
sized by the final scene. Virgil decides 
not to return to, the ranch with Bo, 
and is left on his own while others “ re­
turn” to their lives. He is literally and 
figuratively “ left out in the co ld ” , a 
dramatic contrast to the warmth that 
these people had just shared a few hours 
earlier. The cast seemed to be aware 
of his point.
Characters Are Consistent 
Another aspect this reviewer also 
enjoyed very much was that a switch 
in casting never seemed to be neces­
sary. You felt comfortable with the 
characters as they appeared, and even 
the supporting cast stayed consistently 
within their roles.
Technically, the play was well done, 
especially sound and lighting effects, 
and the absence of a great deal of 
make-up was a welcome sight.
Uncle Lou . . .
(Continued from page 4)
“ with capital punishment,” despite only 
circumstantial evidence.
This is not the first time that the 
Witch-hunter has pleaded with all his 
heart and soul for the death penalty. 
In nearly every case that he has pro­
secuted in which first degree murder 
could possibly be a question, including 
the Shirley Mae Gorden case that we 
are so familiar with, Mr. Wyman has 
cried on bended knee for the death pen- 
alty. _ n
It would not surprise me if Wyman 
had been one of the men who fought so 
hard against the dismantling of the 
gallows in Concord (one of many set­
backs that Wyman has had).
Thanks to Bloody Louie, the lives 
o f Frederick J. Martineau and Russell 
Nelson will be snuffed out on January 
10, 1961. Also thanks to this man, one 
of his better friends died of a heart at­
tack while polling the jury after the 
reading of the verdict. W as it prophetic 
or inside knowledge that led the now 
dead clerk, Bolic A. DeGasis, to say, 
as officials have reported, when he en­
tered the room, “ My God, I dread 
this. . . I dread this.” ?
Can this sensation-crazed butcher be 
stopped, now that he has broken 
through the legal barrier? The state 
has till January tenth, 1961 to build a 
new gallows.
JOHN K. BILLINGTON
W age Raise . . ,
(Continued from page 1)
In a move triggered by Student Sen­
ator John Richards, the Senate passed 
a resolution requesting President John­
son to raise the minimum wage for stu­
dents to $1 an hour. In that request it 
was noted that:
(1) Payment of the dollar wage 
will have an effect on wages paid by 
private concerns in the local area.
(2) More students would be inter­
ested in working for the University, 
and would undoubtedly give better ser­
vice.
(3) The present (60 cent) wage is 
insulting, and while students are pay­
ing bills based on a dollar minimum 
wage, they are unable to receive the 
same from the University.
(4) If a paying University job is 
considered a working scholarship, then 
its rate of pay should be consummate 
to the privilege involved.
Johnson’s Reply
President Johnson’s answer to the 
request came on November 16th. In it 
he said: “ This policy also gives the 
students an upward adjustment, which, 
while admittedly not all that could be
A-Tests . . .
(Continued from page 4) 
us. But this is only a possibility.
It would be foolish for the United 
States to embark again on such a peril­
ous venture with such flimsy evidence of 
Russian bad faith. The price at this time 
will far exceed the gain.
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Uncle Joe . . .
(Continued from page 4) 
ment of the colored margarine contro­
versy.
Mr. Wuesthoff has reference to the 
ghost of Morley. (I am sure that a man 
of Mr. Wuesthoff’s obvious erudition 
meant Marley; undoubtedly a typographi­
cal error). In the same tale in which the 
ghost of Marley appears, there are three 
other shades. One is a particularly hor­
rible one, representing things that may 
come to pass. I thank that this is a more 
pertinent spirit to consider, for in fair­
ness to the editorial writers of the New  
Hampshire, I think that references on 
their part as on the part of political 
critics and social commentators of per­
haps vaster stature, to MoCathyism, are 
usually along the idea of warnings of 
future possibilities. If the conditions 
which allowed McCarthyism to arise, i.e., 
fear and ignorance, are repeated, the evil 
may be. Although the warnings may be­
come tiring, they are not for that reason 
invalid. A lack of interest on the part 
of the public, either public or campus 
public, in informing itself, is a step 
toward allowing a repetition. I think that 
something like this is what most writers 
have in mind.
Mr. Wuesthoff is correct in stating 
that “the attack” of Senator McCarthy 
“on Communism” (horsefeathers) “ was 
not the best thing.” He is correct. He 
thinks it was necessary for “ National 
Safety.”  I think that Mr. Wuesthoff 
should consider the Senate censure, if he 
is to think of moves for “National Safe­
ty.”
In conclusion, may I suggest that Mr. 
Wuesthoff re-read his latest paragraph, 









for students, faculty and all 
other college personnel. Dur­
ing weekends and college 
vacations, Sheraton offers 
you special low rates —  even 
lower rates when two or more 
occupy the same room. 
Special group rates are pro­
vided for athletic teams, 
clubs, other college organ­
izations.
You get these discounts at 
any of Sheraton’s 54 hotels 
in the U.S.A., Hawaii and 
Canada. Just present your 
Sheraton I.D. card when you 
register. To get a Sheraton 
I.D. card, contact:
M r .  P a t  G r e e n  
C o l le g e  R e la t io n s  D e p t .
S h e r a to n  C o rp .
4 7 0  A t la n t ic  A v e .
B o s to n , M a s s .
For a better selection of the best selling RECORDS —
KINGSTON TRIO
Ahmad Jamal — Shelley Berman
and many others
*7(h u h  &  G a m fU tA
Hot Potato . . .
(Continued from page 4)
and lesser lights of both parties. It cap­
tured the State House in 1958 after a 
long absence, but it could not get con­
trol of the Legislature. It is backing 
Vice-President Nixon in next March’s 
Republican Presidential Primary.
The “Adams machine” takes its name,
desired, is as generous as the percent­
age adjustment made for any other ca­
tegory of University personnel, the 
teaching faculty included.” In addition, 
President Johnson stressed the follow­
ing three points:
(1) “ That an increase, at least
comparatively favorable has been made 
and is now in effect;
(2) That student wages have not
been made to suffer by diverting funds 
to other purposes or by paying less 
than we originally budgeted, although 
the overall University appropriation as 
proposed was cut;
(3) And that we would be very
happy indeed to reward certain kinds
of student labor more generously if we 
could have a more nearly ideal salary 
for all personnel.”
of course, from former Governor Sher­
man Adams. It is a more liberal group 
which includes our two Congressmen, 
President Dickey of Dartmouth, and most 
of our former governors. It is the or­
ganization behind Governor Rockefeller’s 
bid in the New Hampshire Primary.
Ordinarily, things would be proceeding 
normally at this stage of the game, with 
each machine running smoothly behind 
its chosen candidate in the big show next 
March. On the face of it, Nixon should 
be a shoo-in. He is popular and well- 
known in this state, and he has the more 
powerful organization -— on paper at 
least.
The reason that many independent ob­
servers are beginning to give Rockefeller 
an outside chance is that a split has de­
veloped within the conservative group; 
a split dictated by the exigencies of na­
tional politics. Nixon has the backing of 
conservative Republicans throughout the 
country, but they are a woeful minority 
these days. In order to beat Rockefeller, 
he must duck the “he can’t win” tag by 
demonstrating his appeal to moderates 
and liberals.
If he were backed in the first primary 
in the nation by our ultra-conservative 
governor (and his Svengali, the news­
paper gentleman in Manchester), Nixon
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned: Judy Meyers, Mass College of 
Art, to Jack Sibulkin,, Phi Mu Delta; 
Jacqueline Elwell, Dover, to Joe Manzi, 
Lambda Chi.
Engaged: Andy Nicholls, Keene to 
Ron Farina, SA E; Gail Puccetti, Ash­
land to Dick Ogden, SAE.
would undoubtedly win, but he would 
give the Rockefeller people the opportuni­
ty to pin the “ reactionary” label on him 
in every other state in the union.
For this reason there has been a good 
deal of jockeying to keep Gov. Powell 
out of the leadership of the Nixon cam­
paign without getting him mad enough 
to campaign against Nixon. Needless to 
say, this doesn’t set too well with our 
governor, an aggressive and assertive 
man who doesn’t like to take a back seat 
to anyone, including his mentor, Senator 
Bridges.
While the Nixon forces have been try­
ing to figure out where to toss their hot 
potato, tbe “Adams machine” has been 
efficiently organizing the campaign for 
Rockefeller. They may get enough of a 
head start to put their boy over.
Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!
regular or new mentholated
Take your choice of new, cool mentholated or regular 
Smooth Shave. Both have rich, thick Old Spice quality- 
lather that won’t dry up before you’ve finished shaving. 
Both soften your beard instantly— end razor drag com­
pletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves . . .  try
Old Spice Smooth Shave! po
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S M O O T H  S H A V E  
by S H U LT O N
KGDL KROSSWORD No. 7
ACROSS
1. Speed of sound 
5. Gas makes a  
comeback 




13. Cause of less 
fond hearts?
15. Kind of welcome 
Kools never get
17. River girl
18. Kind of active
19. To get to Paris 
you must go___











31. Half a year
32. Beatnik 
adornments
33. It ’s a kind of 
relief




43. Bilko had ’em
44. Movie part
45. Movie star
46. A start in 
Georgetown
47. You me
d o w n
1. Prefix meaning 
son of
2 . 1 love (Latin)
3. Worn by union 
lettermen?
4. Greetings
5. Verb gold 
diggers dig







10. For who’s 
counting




19. Felt about 
Audie?
20. What grouses 
always have?
21. Kools leave 
y o u ____
22. M in’ s opposite 
number
26. Good lookers
28. Salesmen who 
deal in bars
30. Gears do it




36. It ’s in a league 
by itself
37. Lloyd’s Register 
(abbr.)
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Wheh your -throat tells 





m ild  m e n t h o l
K I N G - S I Z E
I 1959. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
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0 8 1 ® H I  S  special High Porosity paper
Air-Softens" every puff
Invisible porous openings blend fresh air with each 
puff for a milder, cooler, more refreshing smoke.
Salem research creates a revolutionary new cigarette 
paper that makes Salem taste more Springtime-fresh 
than ever! Richer, too. Smoke ref reshed...smoke Salem.
Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Wildcat Harriers
menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
NOW MORE 
THAN EVER
C l  i
o a l e m  refreshes your taste
Fifth
Maine Wins NE 
Cross-Country 
Cats Finish Fifth
Ideal weather conditions prevailed here 
at Franklin Park, November 9, as the 
UNH Varsity cross-country runners cap­
tured fifth place in the Forty-Seventh 
Annual N EIGAAA Varsity Cross Coun­
try Run. This is the fourth straight year 
that the University of New Hampshire 
Varsity Harriers have taken fifth place 
in this annual event.
The UNH team was one of eighteen 
teams from New England Colleges and 
Universities that was entered in this 
annual event. Top team honors this year 
went to the University of Maine team 
who showed great strenghth by having 
the low score of 73. The other top team 
scores were Brown 86, Wesleyan Uni­
versity 119, Holy Cross 120, and UNH  
135.
The Wildcats star runner, Doug Mac­
Gregor, led the UNH quintuplet by cap­
turing fourth place in the meet. The other 
NH runners who comprised this' quintup­
let were Jack Allen, Dave Langlois, Ed 
Pelczar, and Cal Fowler. Two other 
New Hampshire men who finished in the 
scoring were Chuck McKee and Bill 
Kimball.
In the preliminary meet the UNH 
frosh placed ninth in the Freshman Run 
team scoring.
Lambda Chi Wins Fraternity 
Football Gam e O ver Sig. Ep.
By Charlie Baroody
Last Friday night, Lambda Chi A l­
pha Fraternity of U N H  upset a strong 
UMass Sigma Phi Epsilon team 7-2 
before a crowd of 200 fans.
Quarterback, whitey Joslin, scored 
on a 10 yard sweep after linebacker 
Butch Pomerleau intercepted a “ Sig 
Ep” pass. W hitey’s pass to center Joe 
Banks gave them the extra point.
The game, played on a wet field, was 
hard fought throughout and the only 
scoring done by the Mass squad was 
in the form of a touchback.
This victory by Lambda Chi, coached 
by Butch Roy, broke a “ Sig E p ” string 
of 16 straight victories.
Lambda Chi starting lineup:
RE  Joe Power 
RG  Jack Jones 
C Joe Banks 
LG Ernie Blastos 
LE  Sonny Soule 
QB Whitey Joslin 
HB Mark Tilton 
HB Rollie Bollacker 
HB Junior Hazelton
Fly Home For 
Christmas
Make your reservations 
now !!
The Richardson Travel Agency 
324 Central Avenue 
Dover, New Hampshire 
Tel. SH 2-2400
Thompson’s Grocery
( fo rm e r ly  P ete 's  P la ce )
Nearest Source of 
Party Supplies
On Route 4 West
The Cross-Country team finished its season on a high note taking 
fifth in the “ New Englands” and taking Mass for its sixth straight 
victory. Eleven of this years team are returning next year. The 
cross-country team, had no seniors on the squad.
The next issue of “ The New Hampshire” will not com e out until 
after Thanksgiving recess.
Meet Your Friends Jim THE Tailor
at CUSTOM  TAILORING
La Cantina LAUNDRY
J e n k in s  C o u r t  D u rh a m , N .  H .
Scenes from the Sidelines
Sad Finale
By ELA IN E  GUERIN
Last Saturday’s game was disheartening both to the spectators 
and to the players. Before the W ildcats could get started Reynolds 
scored a T D  for Mass. This did nothing for the team’s morale (our 
team).
One of the more gratifying segments of the game came when 
Charlie Beach ran from about mid-field to stop a UM ass player 
just a few yards from the goal line. They got over on the next 
play however. Charlie played a strong game, while he was in there.
Old M other Luck just wasn’t with Paul on those passes. He did 
manage to connect a few to W hitey Frasier. It seemed that W hitey 
was the only one able to catch Paul’s passes.
W hitey not only scored our only T D , but also was active in a 
number of plays, both offensively and defensively.
More notable am ong the linemen were Ed Holm es, Paul Lind­
quist, D ick Greatorex and Fred Dennen, who limped onto the field 
and played a bang-up game on defense. Dennen has been out since 
the earlier part of the season with an ankle injury.
The game was marked (as usual) with a barrage o f penalties. 
On one occasion, “ Link” using his brains instead of his 200 odd 
pounds, enticed his Redman opponent into taking a swing at him. 
And then to add insult to injury waved a fond farewell as the 
UMass player trudged off the field. Much to their chagrin, the 
Cats have had very few occasions when they were not on the re­
ceiving end of the penalties.
Game N otes: Bruce Carter, manager of the team had one of the 
pledges from Acacia, John Stevens, polishing the footballs. Both 
teams got fully with the program after the game with a little extra­
curricular scrim m aging; fisticuffs initiated by UMass.
The Seniors on the team will remember this game, not only be­
cause of the fights afterwards, but also because most, if not all of 
them had a chance to play.
Members of the team who will not be back next year because of 
graduation are: Tackles Hank Bigelow  and All-Conference Don 
Trim ble, Ends Fred Dennen, and Co-Captain W hitey Frasier, Guards 
Ed H olm , D ick Matson, Buddy Robinson, and Verne Brown, Quart­
erback Sammy Paul, Halfbacks Bob Lamothe, and Co-Captain Dan­
ny Ruskiewicz, and Center Mike Frigard.
Doug MacGregor in his usual role is leading the pack as they come down 
the hill next to the Field House last Saturday against UMass. (Photo by Purdy)
Harriers Chalk Up 
No. 6 Over Mass
The Varsity Wildcat Harriers chalked 
up their sixth straight win of the year 
in dual meet competition as they easily 
dawned the harriers of the University of 
Massachusetts, with the near perfect 
score of 17-44.
The race, which finished in front of 
the cheering fans gathered to watch the 
UNH-UMass football game, was easily 
won by the Wildcats’ Doug MacGregor. 
Doug was followed closely by two other 
fellow runners, Jack Allen and Dave 
Langlois. Ralph Bushman of UMass took 
fourth place with Wildcat runners Ed 
Pelczar and Cal Fowler taking fifth and 
sixth place to insure the victory for the 
home team.
This meet, which is the last of the
cross-country season, gives the Varsity 
a very fine record for the year. The Cats 
went undefeated in dual competition by 
winning all six meets. They also placed 
second in the Yankee Conference and 
fifth in the New England meets. Coach 
Paul Sweet can look forward to bigger 
and better things next year, for this years 
team was composed of Sophomores and 
Juniors, 11 of whom will he qualified to 
run next year, plus some very promising 
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Wildcats Beaten By 
UMass Redmen 19-6 
Slate Ends 3-3-2
By Elaine Guerin
The Wildcats dropped their last 
game of the season to a powerful 
UMass. squad last Saturday at Cowell 
Stadium 6 to 19.
UMass scored early in the first quar­
ter. Conway’s kick for the point after 
was successful, raising the score to
0-7.
Then in the second quarter, a Con­
way to Walliford pass was completed 
for the second Mass TD . The rush for 
the extra points was unsuccessful when 
the runner was tackled by Beach.
Delnickas scored the third TD  for 
Mass. later in the second quarter. Con­
way’s kick for the point after was no 
good. The halftime score was 0-19.
Wildcat Touchdown
The Wildcats were not able to score 
until the fourth quarter, when Sammy 
Paul completed a pass to Whitey 
Frazier for a TD . The rush for the 
points after was unsuccessful.
Score by periods 1 2 3 4 Ttl
New Hampshire 0 0 0 6 6
UMass 7 12 0 0 19
T D — Reynolds, Williford, Delnickas 
Frasier. P A T  Conway (kick).
Yankee Conference
Kingston, Nov. 16— With their fourth 
straight football title safely tucked 
away, the University of Connecticut 
Huskies will turn their attentions_ to­
ward capturing their tenth straight 
Yankee Conference basketball crown. 
The teams from the six New England 
state universities will open a 30 Game 
schedule on Saturday, Dec. 5, when 
Vermont meets New Hampshire in 
Durham.
Although weakened by the gradua­
tion of their two big men, A1 Cooper, 
6-8 and Wayne Davis, 6-6, the U Conns 
headed by Jack Rose, all conference 
and all New England last year, are fa­
vored to repeat. Chief opposition is 
expected from Maine, which enjoyed 
its best season in conference history 
last year when it won seven and lost 
three, and Rhode Island. The Rams, 
the only team to interrupt Connecticut’s 
supremacy by winning during the 1949- 
1950 season, have most of their regulars 
from last year returning and are hop­
ing that their sophomore crop, who as 
freshmen won 16 and lost 1, will pro­
vide them with the bench strength they 
have been lacking in recent years.
The schedule: Dec. 5 U VM  at UNH, 
9 UConn at UNH, 11 UM e at UVM , 
12 UM e at U VM , 15 UConn at UMass, 
18 U VM  at UMass.




will be the GREATEST!
• As always, the “ Mixer”  — College 
Day at the Beach.
• And the All-D ay Cruise to an an­
cient fort with calypso, luncheon, 
gombey dancers and native bands.
AND FOR THE FIRST TIME
• I N T E R C O L L E G I A T E  J A Z Z  
SE S S IO N S , with competition be­
tween jazz combos of leading men’s 
colleges.
• C O L L E G E  W E E K  R E V U E -  
am ateur college talent (Y O U ?), 
directed by a professional.
• Barbecue Luncheon and Games 
Afternoon.
• Special TROPHIES for Fishing, 
Golf, Tennis.
ALL W ITH O U T CH ARGE.
The
B E R M U D A
Trade Development Board 
6 2 0  F i f t h  A v e . ,  N e w  Y o r k  2 0 , N .  Y .




Cost: $216.00 per student
Cost includes: transportation, 
hotel, meals, and sightseeing
For further information see:
PEG G Y CHAMPNEY  




324 Central Avenue 
Dover, New Hampshire 
Tel. SH 2-4200
Cat Scoring
TD PAT P A T (2) Total 
Ruskiewicz 8 0 2 52
Paul 3 3 1 23
Beach 3 0 1 20
Frasier 3 0 0 18
Mezquita 3 0 0 18
Dennen 1 0  1 8
Vaillancourt 1 0  0 6
Mullen 1 0  0 6
Glennon 1 0  0 6
Klopfer 1 0  0 6
Lamothe 1 0  0 6
Facey 1 0  0 6
Davis 1 0  0 6
28 5 181
U RI, 9 U VM  at U RI, 16 UNH at 
URI.
Feb. 4 UConn at UVM , U RI at 
UMass, 6 UConn at UMe, 9 UConn at 
U RI, UNH at UMe, 12 UMe at 
UConn, 13 UMe at URI, UMass at 
UNH, 16 UMass at UConn, 19 U RI 
at UNH, 20 URI at UMe, 23 UMass 
at URI, 24 UNH at UVM , 27 UNH  
at UMass, U VM  at UConn, 29 UMass 
at UVM , UM e at UNH.
Mar. 4 UM e at UMass, 5 UM e at 
UMass, U RI at UConn.
Athletic Schedules Football Scores
Home Events Penn 24 Columbia 6
Varsity Basketball Dartmouth 21 Cornell 12Penn St. 46 Holy Cross 0
Dec. 5 Vermont BU 26 BC 7
Dec. 12 Bates Brown 16 Harvard 6
Jan. 5 Connecticut Mass 19 UNH  6
Jan. 9 St. Anselm’s Pitt 28 Notre Dame 13
Jan. 13 M IT Yale 38 Princeton 20
Jan. 19 Rhode Island Syracuse 71 Colgate 0
Feb. 13 Massachusetts Hifstra 31 Springfield 6
Feb. 19 Rhode Island B. Green 30 Delaware 8
Feb. 29 Maine Nebraska 14 Colorado 12
Varsity Hockey MSU 15 Northwestern 10
Dec. 15 M IT Iowa 16 Ohio St. 7
Jan. 9 Massachusetts Missouri 26 Kansas St. 0
Jan. 12 Northeastern Illinois 9 Wisconsin 6
Jan. 16 Merrimack Nowa St. 55 San Jose 0
Feb. 10 Bowdoin Kansas 28 Okla. St. 14
Feb. 12 Tufts Indiana 26 Michigan 7
Feb. 16 Colby Purdue 29 Minnesota 23
Feb. 19 Army Kentucky 41 Xavier (O) 0
Feb. 23 Norwich Duke 27 W ake Forest 15
Mar. 2 Amherst N. Carolina 41 Virginia 0
Frosh Hockey Mississippi 37 Tennessee 7
Jan. 12 Nostheastern ’63 Maryland 28 Clemson 25
Jan. 16 Cranston High School 
Feb. 11 Dartmouth ’63
Georgia 14 Auburn 13
Navy 16 Geo Wash 8
Feb. 17 Berlin High School 
Feb. 20 Boston U. ’63
Alabama 9 Georgia '7
Rice 7 Tex. A&M 2
UConn Drops URI 34-0 
Undefeated In Conference
Storrs, Conn., Nov. 14— The Univer­
sity of Connecticut football team scored 
almost at will today to whitewash 
Rhode Island in the rain, 34-0, before 
a 10,000 Alumni Homecoming Day 
crowd.
Blessed with superior manpower, 
Connecticut relied almost exclusively 
on a ground attack. Rhode Island 
never got closer than the Connecticut 
18 yard line.
Rhode Island kept Connecticut off 
balance occasionally with passes but 
one aerial was intercepted for a 63 yard 
touchdown gallop.
Connecticut wound up its season 
with a 6-3 record and its fourth straight 
year of being undefeated in Yankee 
Conference competition. Rhode Island 







St. Anselm’s ’63 





Jo in  students from Eastern Colleges Ivy League. Yankee Conference. 
Syracuse U ■ Barnard. Brandeis. Adelphi. M. I. Mofstra. Fordham . 
and many others including U. o t Mich. Miami U.. the N Y C  Municipal 
Colleges and the OFFICIAL N Y  U trip.
COLLEGE WEEK
'3 3
TO B E  MELD A t
DURING W INTER R E C E S S ,
D EC . 16 THRU 24 , 1959
NEW YORK
The se ve n th  m a series  of co llege festi­
vals at Grossinger's. with TH E UN IQUE  
V A C A T IO N E E R S  acting as co-ordinator. 
Students from mil colleges are invited to 
attend, also graduata students, recen t 
alumni, fra tern ities, so ro ritie s , c lu b s  
an d  yo u n g  b u s in e s s  p eo p le .
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107-27 71st Ave., Forest Hills 75, N Y.
M IK E  K A L L E R , E V E N T  CH A IR M A N  
DAY O l  EVENING
BO 1-9530
Included at no extra cost
M idnight Sw im  Party -  m the new  
Indoor Poo l!
W inter S p o rts  Com petition  -  trophies 
aw arded!
S k iin g  -  Tobogganing -  Ic e  Skatin g  -
artificial snow and ice  
In case  weather fa ils!
S e t-T o g e th e r Party -  meet students and  
young alumni from othei colleges! 
Broadw ay S h o w s -  m famous 
Terrace Room !
Dancing  -  1 bands -  Latin and Am erican! 
J a ia  C o n ce rts  -  top college bands! 
Je m  S e s s io n  A P a rly  -  at the secluded  
Ski Chalet!
Fam ous P e rso n a litie s  B alore  
P lu s three full course meals a 
day -  A ll You Can Eat 
A n d  a Specia l Gift for you f
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L U C K Y  STRIKE presents
ZP&ci/i/ \
D r. F r o o d ,  P h .T .T .
Dear Dr. Frood: I read a great deal so I 
never have time for girls. Am I missing 
anything? Literate
Dear Literate: Only a few marbles.
cQn lQd GO'*
Dear Dr. Frood: The guy nex to me 
copys frum my paper. What shood I do?
Truthfil
Dear Truthfil: Warn him. Quick!
CQD 6
Dear Dr. Frood: When I refuse to go 
out with unattractive girls, my friends 
say, “ Beauty is only skin-deep.” What 
do you say? Fussy
Dear Fussy: That’s deep enough.
D R .  F R O O D ’S  M O R A L . O F  T H E  M O N T H
Brevity is the soul of wit. Which is why the sight of a girl 
in a Bikini invariably brings a smile to a man’s face.
Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think next 
year’s dresses will cover the knees?
Clothes- Conscious
Dear Clothes-Conscious: They’d better 
cover more than that.
tr&> t&i
Dear Dr. Frood: I admire my roommate 
very much, so I try to be like him. He 
smokes Luckies. Do you think I should 
smoke the same cigarette he does?
Awed
Dear A w ed: No. Ask him for an un­
used Lucky.
Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think a boy 
should kiss a girl on their first date?
Shy
Dear Shy: She would seem to be the 
logical choice.
DR. FR O O D  ON Q U E R I E S  
B E S T  L E F T  U N Q U E R I E D
Years of experience have taught me 
never to ask a girl these questions:
Shouldn’t we skip the garlic?
What happened to the fraternity pin? 
Wow! Is that your roommate ?
Do you mind turning out that light? 
You mean that isn’t a beanie ?
How come you never wear shorts?
Why don’t you smoke your own Luckies ?
COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE 
MORE LUCKIES THAN 
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing the ir regular smoke, 
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular 
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because 
L .S ./M .F .T .— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
Product of c//t£/ fJ^nj&u&cvn — c/orfxzeeo- is our middle nam*
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Assembly . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
ness in the Changing World,” and the 
so-called “ Project Awareness” is. what 
NSA wants to start on all campuses this 
year. There have been complaints heard 
all over campus this year and last year 
— and not only on this campus. Other 
universities have the same problem of 
student A PA T H Y . This is a big word, 
and we hear it all the time. Student 
leaders, presumably, shrug their shoulders 
and say that nothing can be done, and 
we want to work for it.
At the conference there were five main 
issues on the program, and through the 
five workshops the delegates broke up 
into small groups and discussed the fol­
lowing themes: (1) Federal Aid to
Higher Education, (2) The Negro and 
Higher Education (Dennis Dewrance of 
Springfield College from Union of South 
Africa led this group), (3) Academic 
Freedoms; (4) Comparative Study: 
USA and Foreign National Student 
Associations, (5) Nuclear Weapons Test­
ing (national debate topic last year.)
To Choose Committee
Student Senate will keep the student 
body informed about these different 
issues and further activities of the NSA 
through the New Hampshire. Instead of 
having just one NSA Coordinator hand­
ling all the information from NSA head­
quarters and acting as travel agent and 
director of Project Awareness and the 
cooperation with other colleges, it has 
been suggested that Student Senate will 
set up a small and efficient committee with 
senators working on it. Members will be 
chosen who really are interested in NSA 
and what it can do for the students to 
broaden the national and international 
views of the student and discuss problems 
that concern us all. NSA is not a politi­
cal organization, but it urges students on 
all campuses to take interest in politics
Club News . . .
(Continued from page 2)
Club
The Home Economics Club is planning 
to give another Christmas Bazaar this 
year. It will be held in December, and 
all the articles on sale will be made by 
the girls themselves. There will be toys, 
cakes, aprons, and novelty gifts sold at 
reasonable prices. This will be a perfect 
place to buy Christmas gifts before the 
rush of shopping begins when you get 
home.
Kirchner . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
ship drive awards. They are as follows: 
Ed, then turned the rostrum over to 
Father O’Connor who asked the audi­
ence to remember the deceased Bishop 
of Manchester, Matthew F. Brady in 
their prayers. He also acknowledged the 
many Deans, faculty members and dis­
tinguished guest who were present.
I  ROBERT P. ALIE
jg Doctor of Optometry ft
if &jjSi H o u rs  9 -5  4 7 6  C e n tra l A v e .
a n d  b y  D o v e r , N .  H .
H  A p p o in tm e n t  j e l .  SH  2 -5 7 1 9  ^
|* | C lo s e d  W e d . |jjj
H Eyes Examined
^ Prescriptions Filled
t! Prompt Service on Repairs &
& r a  i t  t  S?$  of All Types U|| es
MEADER'S FLOW ER SHOP
CO R SA G ES OUR SPECIALTY
10 Third Street 
Telephone Dover SH 2-1165
CO -ED
C LEA N ER S
and
Shirt Service
M ON DAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
8:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
LAUN D ERM AT
4 3  M a in  S t. D u rh a m , N .  H .
Carberry Shoe Store
A  g o o d  p la c e  to  b u y  shoes f o r  th e  e n t ire  
f a m ily  f o r  e v e ry  occasio n
U P PE R  S Q U A R E , D O V E R  
W e  G iv e  S & H  S ta m p s
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as well as in other organizations, pre­
cisely for its international and nation 
wide aspects.
Conference Program
Friday Gene Preston gave the welcom­
ing address, suggesting that universities 
should not withdraw in isolation but be 
subject to ceaseless criticism from within 
and without. He stressed the need of in­
forming other of our ideals and combat­
ing world communism and its totalitarian 
threat.
Early Saturday morning the Project 
Awareness was introduced and explained 
by New England area chairman, Betsy 
Parker of Smith College. A  four-hour 
discussion followed.
After lunch a couple of films were 
shown on traveling in Europe and on 
World University Service, showing the 
situation at different universities abroad. 
In the afternoon delegates were assigned 
to discuss the issues more specifically on 
the basis of what can be done on each 
campus, and what value does this issue 
have for the students? There were work­
shops for NSA-Coordinators and editors 
and at night the NSA banquet at Han­
over Inn was followed by speeches by 
Dean Seymour of Dartmouth; Dennis 
Dewrance, who spoke on the universal 
problem of man accepting a brother of 
another color; and Don Hoffman, who 
spoke on the student and NSA, finishing 
up with an invitation to fraternity parties 
afterwards.
Sunday morning constitutional changes 
of the New England Region constitution 
were discussed and decided on, and sum­
maries were given on the different work­
shops which then were evaluated.
Big Success
The Dartmouth representatives and the 
executive committee of N SA in this 
region did a very good job, organizing 
the conference, getting excellent discus­
sion group leaders, succeeding in bring­
ing the students together in good dis­
cussions and making those who partici­
pated feel more responsible to N SA and 
to their campuses and more interested in 
the cooperation with other schools.
The Penta-Regional Coneference of 
USNSA will be held at Columbia Uni­
versity, N. Y., in the beginning of De­
cember, and the theme is the “The Stu­
dent’s Role in Improving Higher Edu­
cation.”
FEMALE STUDENT capable of 
teaching High School Algebra to 
young woman one or two nights a 
week.
Prompt Box
There will be a Mask and Dagger meet­
ing tonight, Thursday, November 19, at 
7 p.m. in Room 3, New Hampshire Hall 
to discuss plans for the remainder of this 
semester. This meeting is, as are all 
announced in this column, an open meet­
ing for all interested in Mask and Dag­
ger activities.
At the cast-crew-guests party follow­
ing the strike (dismantling of the set) of 
BUS STOP the following awards were
made for exceptional work behind the 
scenes in BUS STOP, showing their 
theatrical maturity devotion to “ the thea­
tre in themselves” rather than to “them­
selves in theatre” : Loren Morril, Margo 
Kingsley and Frank Scarito received 
photographs of the set inscribed by Di­
rector Batcheller and Technical Director 
Toubbeh. Another photograph of the 
set (his creation) was given to Jamil 
Toubbeh by Professor Batcheller on be­
half of the organization for a fine job 
done with his first show at the Universi­
ty. Professor Batcheller commented that 
he felt that this was the best instance of 
co-operation and efficiency the production 
end of a show that he had experienced in 
his directing career at the University.
Seventy-eight percent of vehicles in­
volved in fatal accidents in 1954 were 
traveling straight ahead.
Twenty-four percent of all drivers in­
volved in fatal auto accidents in the U. S. 
last year were under 25 years old.
W r it e  T o: M rs . P e rry  
2  S co tt C o u r t  S o . B e rw ic k  M e .
7 2 "  LP VINYL 
RCA Custom 
Record
A LISTENING  
M A N ’S RECORD  
(A Listening Woman’s 
Record, too)—
b ro u g h t to  yo u  
e xc lu s ive ly  
b y  VICERO Y— th e  
C ig a re t te  w ith  A  
THINKING MAN’S 
FILTER ... A SM O KIN G  
MAN’S TASTE!
LOOK!
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS
Martians’ Lullaby March Of The Toys
Royal Garden Blues Just A  Mood
Shine On Harvest Moon 
Erroll’s Bounce St. James Infirmary
Ciribiribin Tin Roof Blues
When The Saints Go Marching In
PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE 
ARTISTS
Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong 
Erroll Garner Shorty Rogers 
Jonah Jones Duke Ellington












ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD
Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists 
—winners in a national popularity survey of American 
College and University Students! Yours at a special 
low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the 
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for 
full rich taste. “A Thinking Man’s Filter . . .
A Smoking Man’s Taste.”
Buck C layton% ^ /> ^ 'l
j / 6 o r s  f o r  O n / y
and 2  empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes
I ............. .. ................................ ........ ............................................
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION  
Box 355
Louisville 1, Kentucky
Please send me p ostp a id  record (s) o f  the Special V IC E R O Y
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps, 








This offer g ood  on ly  in U .S .A . N o t valid in states w here prohibited , taxed 
or otherw ise restricted— expires D ec. 31, 1959.
11959, Brown & W illiamson Tobacco Corp
